
We create beautiful trophy mounts for proud hunters worldwide

Your hunting trophies remind you of a unique hunting experience. We guarantee you 
beautiful trophy mounts that you will be happy with for many years to come.

After the shot, Greenland 2024
Birds & Small Mammals

Logistic and taxidermy service



King Eider

Ptarmigan

We create beautiful trophy mounts for proud hunters worldwide

www.firstclasstrophy.com



Dear Hunter 

Logistics & Taxidermy  Greenland birds

When you have spent thousands of dollars
(or euros) on a spectacular hunt for small
game in Greenland, we strongly recommend
you choose the safe route for your trophies
from Greenland to your home. The extra cost for
doing everything correctly and ‘by the book” is
relatively small compared to the overall cost of your hunt. 

It´s o�en a big risk to take the frozen trophy in your luggage.  The risk to get 
caught in the customs is high and confiscation is o�en a likely outcome. Just 
imagine how devastating that scenario would be…

Use the worlds most experienced taxidermy company when it comes 
to hunting trophies from Greenland.
First Class Trophy is probably the most experienced taxidermy company in 
the world when it comes to logistics for taxidermy from Greenland. Due to 
many years of experience and processing of more than 2.000 trophies hunted 
in Greenland, we know all the small details which makes us able to ensure
your trophy gets the best and safest “journey” all the way from Greenland to 
your home if you live in an EU country or to your in-coming broker if you live 
outside EU, eg. USA, Canada, Norway, Switzerland, Australia, etc.

At your service
Wynand Louw

Operation manager
First Class Trophy Taxidermy

Contact details:
Tel Denmark:  +45 70 200 850
e-mail: o�ice@firstclasstrophy.com
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ALL INCLUSIVE
The following pages will help you familiarise yourself with the whole process of “A�er the 
shot” with detailed information and calculations regarding the costs ALL INCLUSIVE 
without any “ugly” surprises.

North America
GREENLAND

Probably the best taxidermy team in Europe…
Our taxidermists have won the titles ‘BEST IN WORLD’ and ‘BEST IN EUROPE’ 
multiple times. As Europe’s largest taxidermy company, we leverage our
extensive buying power to source the finest materials on the market.
This allows us to e�iciently produce high-quality taxidermy mounts and provide 
you with the best value for money for your investment.

We promise you a beautiful trophy mount that you will enjoy for many years.



Polar bears, musk oxen, caribou, arctic foxes, hares, lemmings 
and the rare Arctic wolf are all part of the terrestrial fauna of 
Greenland.

Arctic wolves are found only in the most northern areas and 
lemmings are located in Northeastern Greenland, in a small 
rural zone between the ice sheet and sea ice pack with almost 
no vegetation. Most of the other animals live more wide 
spread across the country.

The Greenland Muskox originates from North-East Greenland, 
North of Scoresby Sound. In the sixties they were introduced 
to the mid-west inland area around Kangerlussaq and have 
multiplied and spread to the northern parts of West Greenland. 
During the eighties, animals were moved to South Greenland, 
where they have prospered, due to very good environmental 
conditions. All along the west coast, as well as large parts of 
the south coast, there are herds of reindeer. Each year they 
migrate between the interior and the coast in search of food 
and to reach summer calving grounds near the ice cap.

The interface between land and sea is the home of the polar 
bear. This Greenlandic white coated bear is especially 

common in Northern and Eastern Greenland, where it hunts 
from the sea ice, and in Southern Greenland, when it comes 
ashore a�er dri�ing on the sea ice from the East Coast. The 
Greenland polar bear hunts seals and birds and o�en during 
summer will go on shore to consume vegetation. The bears 
usually do not hibernate during winter.

The hen-like ptarmigan changes color between summer and 
winter and is always camouflaged well regardless of the 
season. Yet it can never be sure of fast-moving threats from 
above, especially the white-tailed eagle and the Greenland 
falcons, who are formidable hunters.

The birds in Greenland are as varied as their names are 
unique. From small buntings, siskin and sparrows to guille-
mots, pu�ins, auks, guillemots, terns, kittiwakes, gulls, ravens, 
owls and many other known species, they each have their own 
areas of the country which is home to them.

As the list goes on, we would like to mention the great northern 
diver, the fulmar, the cormorant, the goose, the eider duck, the 
merganser, the sandpiper, sand runs, Turnstone and the Arctic 
skua among many others. The ingenuity used in naming the 
di�erent species matches their unique diversity.

LAND MAMMALS
IN GREENLAND

GREENLAND BIRDS

Musk oxen couple
Photo by Magnus Elander - Visit Greenland

Artic Wolf

PtarmiganPolar BearWhite Tailed Eagle

Artic Fox

Long Tailed Duck



Canadian Goose

Common Eider

Common Loon Black Guillemont

Atlantic Puffin

King Eider

Snow Goose

Mallard
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First Steps Getting the trophy to First Class Trophy Taxidermy
The hunting guide tags the trophy with the hunter’s name and reference number. The hunter and the 
hunting guide fill out the order form manually, which is then signed by the hunter.

The hunting guide, outfitter or booking agent  emails the order form to: o�ice@firstclasstrophy.com

First Class Trophy creates the order in the ERP system. The hunter gets a login to First Class Trophy’s 
Order and Production web based portal, where the hunter can “Track & Trace” the order progress, 
logistic and production stages.

The hunter pays 50% deposit of the total order.
The trophy and export paperwork will be delivered to Royal Artic Line (RAL) for shipping from Green-
land to Denmark. The trophy arrives in Denmark and First Class Trophy will, in partnership with RAL, 
take care of all import procedures, customs clearance and veterinary inspections into Denmark.
The trophy will be transported to First Class Trophy’s workshop for taxidermy work.

We normally receive the trophies from your outfitter 1-2 months a�er the hunting season ends. For 
summer hunts, we usually receive the trophies in October/November/December and for winter hunts 
in June/July (o�en the fjords/sea is frozen in Greenland until June). The trophies will be shipped as 
frozen trophies and will be kept frozen until they reach our taxidermy workshop.

If the hunter only want’s “Dip & Pack” work we normally finish the work within 6-8 months. If the hunter 
wants First Class Trophy to do the mounting, we finish the work within 7-9 months.

The taxidermy work will start. The hunter will be updated with progress by email notification and can 
also log-in to check order status at any time.

2 weeks before the taxidermy work is finished, the 50% balance must be paid (the hunter will be 
notified in this regard by FirstClass Trophy)

When First Class Trophy has received the balance payment, the packing and crating will take place

The hunter must confirm the delivery address and therea�er the trophy will be shipped to the 
hunter’s address if the hunter lives in an EU country or to a preferred incoming broker if the hunter 
lives outside EU (USA, CANADA, NORWAY, SWITZERLAND etc.)
The receiver (hunter or incoming broker) will be notified regarding the delivery date

LOGISTICS & TAXIDERMY PROCESS
AFTER THE SHOT 

Step-by-step...

Following Steps Taxidermy work

Final Steps Getting the trophies back home to the hunter 

When you receive the order confirmation from First Class Trophy, you will also get an username and 
password for our on-line production portal “Track & Trace” . When you log-in at the portal,  you will be able 
to follow the individual stages with your trophy all the way from we receive the trophy from Greenland, 
through the entire taxidermy work and packing/crating progress until  the trophy is ready to ship to you. 

“Track & Trace” all logistic and taxidermy process on our web portal

Processing time: We use 6-8 months for “Dip & Pack” work and 7-9 months for mounted trophies. 

NB: Winter hunting trophies (hunted in February-March) are normally received at our workshop for processing 
in June/July (o�en the fjords/sea is frozen in Greenland until June). For summer or autumn hunting 
(August/September/October) trophies are received for processing in October/November/December

NB: Work commences when we have received the trophies and the deposit has been paid.
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AFTER THE SHOT 
Your outfitter will take care of your trophy in Greenland and prepare it according to your 
preferences. Please make sure that all parts of the trophy are tagged correct and carefully 
so we can identify it when we receive it.

Important: Write your name and the trophy 
number reference on the trophy tags with a
water resistant permanent marker.

Your outfitter or hunting agency will arrange shipping of your trophy from Greenland to 
Aarhus in Denmark. The cost for this service must be paid by the hunter directly to your 
outfitter or hunting agency. 

Shipment of your trophy from
Greenland to Aarhus in Denmark

Skinning and tagging of your trophy

First Class Trophy will take care of your trophy when it arrives in Aarhus, Denmark.

First Class Trophy will take care of the following: 

The price per bird or small mammal is 60 EURO for a minimum 10 birds or mammals at 
the same time. If less than 10, the price will be adjusted.

Handling and customs clearance

VAT (customs clearance)

CVED documentation

Veterinary control or certificate

Terminal costs

Frost container rental during the entire import process

Designated sealed frost transport to First Class Trophy taxidermy workshop

Handling and unpacking, checking and tagging of trophies

Frost storage of the trophies for later processing

Receiving the trophy in Aarhus,
Denmark

1

2

3
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Taxidermy work
When the trophy arrives at our taxidermy workshop, we will immediately take care and 
secure that your trophy gets the correct treatment . First Class Trophy is Europe’s largest 
taxidermy company. We have considerable experience with trophies from Greenland 
and can assure you of the very best quality and service.

If the hunter prefers another taxidermist other than First Class Trophy, he or she can 
choose to have the trophy prepared as ‘Dip & Pack’ for export to their preferred
taxidermist. 

PLEASE NOTE - VERY IMPORTANT

FOR MAMMALS: Please note that we recommend our extended ‘Dip & Pack’ service 
includes wet tanning of the skin (dried for export). We tan the skin rather than only 
salting for a number of reasons:

PLEASE NOTE - VERY IMPORTANT

BIRDS: Drawing on our extensive experience with birds from Greenland, we strongly 
recommend that First Class Trophy handle the mounting of birds for you.  As we cannot 
tan the bird skin for later mounting, the ‘Dip & Pack’ method for birds poses significant 
risks, as they o�en become challenging/impossible to mount from salted skin. Also, 
using the ‘Dip & Pack’ option may lead to import problems, even with professional 
freight forwarders. Choosing ‘Dip & Pack’ for birds is solely at the client's risk.

We have our own tannery, which means that we tan the skin with full control over 
the process. This ensures that the hunter receives a skin that is quality checked 
before mounting. Therefore, there is no risk that the hunter will receive a skin that is 
not suitable for mounting. If there is any problem with the skin (hair loss or any 
other quality problem) we will discover the problem during the tanning process and 
can act to solve it and eventually source another skin for the hunter.

The hunter saves money. Our price for a tanned skin is less than most other 
taxidermist will charge just for salting of the skin.

The hunter saves MORE money. The fact that the skin is already tanned means it 
can be used directly for mounting by the hunter’s taxidermist without costs other 
than the final trimming of the nose, ears and lips and soaking the skin in a liquid to 
make the skin flexible and stretchable again. So the hunter should get a discount on 
the mounting price from his or her local taxidermist compared with the normal 
mounting price where the hunter delivers the salted skin to his or her taxidermist. In 
the export box with the trophies, there is a document with information for your 
taxidermist regarding which liquid solution to use for the soaking.

We o�er ‘Dip & Pack’ or Mounting of your trophies

1

2

3

‘Dip & Pack’

Taxidermy work4
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Please note. There are savings on packing, crating and shipping if we ship 2 or more 
trophies to one (1) address. See page 15 for more information. 

MOUNTING
As Europe’s largest taxidermy company we can promise you that we will create a beautiful trophy 
mount for you. We create many trophy mounts from Greenland’s wildlife and assure you a trophy 
mount in the best quality with attention down to the smallest detail. Please see our references from 
hunters all over the world, on our website. 

Please note that your trophy is insured all the way from Greenland until you have received it at the 
destination address. The insurance covers trophy fee, service in Aarhus, taxidermy work, costs for 
packing and crating and transport costs. This insurance cost is included in the price. The insured 
amount is 2 000 EURO. If the hunter wants additional coverage it can be o�ered at 1% of the 
insured amount.

Insurance

Packing and crating of  ‘Dip & Pack’ or
mounted trophy
When we have finished our work with your trophy, we will build strong crates for transporting it to 
you. Our crates are built with approved material for export and meet all relevant international 
regulations.  We will carefully pack your trophy into the crate so it arrives safely. 

Shipping
We will ship your trophy to the agreed address by either road transport or airfreight. If you live in an 
EU country, we ship the trophy all the way to your doorstep. If you live in a country outside the EU, 
we ship to the preferred incoming broker in your country. Please see our shipping prices on 
separate sheet.

Please see from page 11 to 13 for inspiration and examples 
Please see our mounting  prices on page 14i
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CWT-WOOD
Closed wings, table mount,

base wood/stone 

Mounting Options

Explore the various mounting options available for Greenlandic birds on the following pages. Let the 
graphic examples serve as a visual guide to aid your decision-making process. Each of the 12 unique 
options is assigned a number and distinct code (highlighted in red text) – simply use this number and 
code in your order form. This is the best way to eliminate any misunderstanding. 

Should you have a specific vision in mind, we welcome special requests. Share a reference photo 
with us, and we'll gladly cra� a customized mount tailored to your preferences. Because, as the 
saying goes: a photo says more than a thousand words…
Additional cost might be applied to special requests.

There are many ways to mount birds. The most important things to choose between is:

Closed wings
Open wings (flying, with wings down/wings up, taking-o�, landing,)
Open mouth / closed mouth
Single bird mount / group bird mount
Habitat base: A. Dri�wood - B. Wood plate/stone - C. Rock
Habitat decoration (snow, ice, marine life, etc.)

Birds

1 CWT-ROCK
Closed wings, table mount,

base rock

2

OWUT-WOOD
Open wings flying, table mount, 

base wood/small stones

5 OWUT-ROCK
Open wings flying, table mount, 

base rock

6OWDT-WOOD
Open wings flying, table mount, 

base wood / small stone

3 OWDT-ROCK
Open wings flying, table mount, 

base rock

4

CLOSED WINGS

OPEN WINGS DOWN - FLYING OPEN WINGS UP - FLYING

Table Mount
OPTIONS
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CWW-WOOD
Closed wings, Wall mount,

base wood / stone

7 CWW-ROCK
Closed wings, Wall mount,

base rock

8

OWUW-WOOD
Open wings flying, Wall mount, 

base wood plate

OWUW-ROCK
Open wings flying, Wall mount, 

base rock

Small size approx.
Medium size approx.
Large size approx.

13 x 13 cm 
25 x 25 cm
40 x 40 cm

OWDW-WOOD
Open wings flying, Wall mount, 

base dri�wood (replica)

9 OWDW-ROCK
Open wings flying, Wall mount, 

base rock

10 11 12

CLOSED WINGS

OPEN WINGS DOWN - FLYING OPEN WINGS UP - FLYING

OPEN MOUTH EATING
Eating a mussel or berries (replica)

HABITAT
Extended marine life decoration

HABITAT
Snow / ice

HABITAT
Water splash e�ect

Wall Mount
OPTIONS

Additional
OPTIONS



Hare sitting Fox standing, 1 leg raised

We create beautiful trophy mounts for proud hunters worldwide

www.firstclasstrophy.com

For small mammals Arctic Hare and Arctic Fox we can accommodate most requests. The most 
common ways are like below photos. Should you have a specific vision in mind, we welcome special 
requests. Share a reference photo with us, and we'll gladly cra� a customized mount tailored to your 
preferences. Because, as the saying goes: a photo says more than a thousand words…
Additional cost might be applied to special requests.

Small mammals

Mounting Options

Mouting option AH1 Mounting option AF1

Mounting option AF2 Mounting option AF3 Mounting option AF4
Fox lying on a rock Fox sitting on a rock Fox standing on rock, front raised)
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When you receive the finished taxidermy mount from First Class Trophy Taxidermy,  you will receive an 
official signed certificate as your confirmation that the mount(s) have been treated with the full 3-Step 
Mount Medix insect-protection.

Our clients reveive a certificate “Insect-proofed Taxidermy Mount”

Hannibal Eberhardt 

152.480

15 01 22

CERTIFICATE           Insect-proofed            Taxidermy
Mount1 Year Guarantee

Your trophy mount, produced by First Class Trophy Taxidermy is so effectively treated against insect attack , that 

we give you 1 years guarantee that no damage from insect attack will happen to your trophy mount. And that’s 

counts for all kind of trophy mounts: mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians. If, unexpectedly, damage from 

insect infestation should occur within 1 years from the delivery date of the mount, the warranty will cover a repair 

damage or if a repair is not possible, a full refund of the amount paid for the taxidermy work.
With our professional Mount Medix Mount treatment, you will receive an insect-proofed taxidermy mount

During the production of your taxidermy mounts, we use the well-proven Mount Medix technology that ensures

that we deliver an insect-free taxidermy mount to you. The treatment is a combination of several processes and

products following the guidelines from the world’s leading specialists in cleaning solutions, insect protection and 

maintenance in the taxidermy industry. Read more at www.mountmedix.eu
Furthermore, your taxidermy mount can be effectively protected against insect-related damage throughout its lifetime. 

In addition to the treatment that your taxidermy mount undergoes in the production process, we also offer our 

customers a Mount Medix maintenance program where you can maintain your taxidermy mount in perfect 

condition with and "easy-to-do" annual (or semi-annual) treatment and prevent insect or bug attack throughout 

its lifetime.

CERTIFICATEINSECT-PROOFEDTAXIDERMY MOUNT

Mount Medix LLC is a company founded in the USA to provide high-quality natural products to the taxidermy

industry.
Created by scientists and professional taxidermists – laboratory tested with documented effect

The Mount Medix product line was created by leading natural product development scientists in conjunction with

professional taxidermists to accommodate the needs of the taxidermy industry. The philosophy behind the Mount 

Medix concept is as simple as it is ingenious: Protecting the taxidermy mount against insect attacks through 

cleaning solutions & eliminating the mount as a food source for insects and their larvae. These products have 

been thoroughly tested in the laboratory and have been professionally and privately used to protect and treat 

insect infestation in taxidermy mounts and trophy rooms in the USA for more than 10 years.
Made from high-quality natural products - no pesticide licence needed
The entire Mount Medix product program can be purchased and applied without a pesticide licence. The products 

are easy to use and leave behind a pleasant odour.

It is hereby confirmed that the taxidermy mount(s):TAG No:
completed for client, Name:is anti-insect treated according to the specification from Mount Medix.

Date:

Stamp/name of taxidermist:

Signature:

/ 20

INSECT
PROOFED

Against insect attack

ONE YEAR
GUARENTEE

ClientCERTIFICATE



TAXIDERMY COSTS
ORDER FORM

SMALL GAME GREENLAND 2024

Hunters name:

Address:

Email:

OUTFITTER:

All prices in
EURO

Client Number:

City: State:Country: Zip:

Signature:

Tel:

All prices are excl. packing, crating and shipping costs. For clients living outside EU there will be local charges for import VAT, import tax, import vet. certificate etc. For clients
living inside an EU-country 25% VAT will be applied. “DIP & PACK” BIRDS: We strongly recommend using First Class Trophy for bird mounting, as the "Dip & Pack" method
carries risks. This method may make it challenging or impossible to mount birds later due to salted skin. Also, using the ‘Dip & Pack’ option may lead to import problems,
even with professional freight forwarders. Choosing ‘Dip & Pack’ for birds is solely at the client's risk.
Please email order to: o�ice@firstclasstrophy.com 

Date: DD/ MM/YYYY

SMALL MAMMALS

BIRDS

EU - customs clearance, veterinary inspection, VAT, transport to workshop, handling – price is pr. piece (bird/small mammal)60 € x

Closed wings540€ Open wings (flying)810€ “Dip & Pack” (write“D&P”on Mounting option)290€

ARCTIC HARE ARCTIC FOX
Full mount650€ Full mount810€
Tanning as flat skin75€ Tanning as flat skin150€
Tanning for mounting75€ Tanning for mounting150€

KING EIDER - COMMON EIDER – COMMON LOON - RAVEN On standard base (wood plate + small stone)

Processing time: We use  6-8 months for “Dip & Pack” work and 7-9 months for mounted trophies. 

NB: Winter hunting trophies (hunted in February-March) are normally received at our workshop for processing in June/July (o�en the 
fjords/sea is frozen in Greenland until June). For summer or autumn hunting (August/September/October) trophies are received for 
processing in October/November/December.

NB: Work commences when we have received the trophies and the deposit has been paid.

             

TAG: Species: Mount Option No.:

TAG: Species: Mount Option No.:

TAG: Species: Mount Option No.:

TAG: Species: Mount Option No.:

TAG: Species: Mount Option No.:

TAG: Species: Mount Option No.:

Closed wings340€ Open wings (flying)510€ “Dip & Pack” (write“D&P”on Mounting option)190€
ROCK PTARMIGAN On standard base (wood plate + small stone)

TAG: Mount Option No.:

TAG: Mount Option No.:

Closed wings380€

100€
150€
150€
200€
200€
300 -900€

Open wings (flying)570€ “Dip & Pack” (write“D&P”on Mounting option)250€
LONGTAILED DUCK – MALLARD - BLACK GUILLEMOT On standard base (wood plate + small stone)

COMMENTS Indicate wether you would like to have some of the birds mounted in groups together or you have special requests: 

TAG:

Rock base (per bird & Arctic Hare. Arctic fox € 250)
Artificial dri�wood (per bird & Arctic Hare. Arctic Fox € 200)
Snow/Ice (per bird / small mammal). Mark with “SNOW / ICE a�er “Mounting option number”
Extended marine life decoration, mussels, starfish, corals, seaweed, etc (please mark with MARINE a�er “Mounting option number”)
Open mouth eating food like mussel, berry, etc. (please mark “OPEN MOUTH” a�er “Mounting option number”
          Water splash e�ect (please mark with “SPLASH”            next to TAG above)

Species: Mount Option No.:

TAG: Species: Mount Option No.:

Possible additional cost, all birds

Scan this QR Code with
your mobile phone.
See mounting options
for birds & small mammals

www.firstclasstrophy.com/downloads/Bird-Small-Mammal-Options.pdf
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SHIPPING EU
GREENLAND 2024

ALL INCLUSIVE SHIPPING PRICES TO: EU - COUNTRIES, Packaging,
crating and shipping of hunting trophies from First Class Trophy
workshop directly to hunters address in EU countries.

Additional shipping charges to be applied for shipping
to SWITZERLAND & UNITED KINGDOM, NORWAY,
calculated once the trophies is ready.

All prices include the insurance, 2.000 EURO coverage per trophy. The insurance covers trophy fee, cost of taxidermy work and
cost of transport. See our website for detailed information about our insurance policy or ask us by sending an
e-mail: o�ice@firstclasstrophy.com

NB: All prices are excl. 25% VAT
If customer have an EU VAT no. there is no VAT added to invoice

ARTIC
HAREPER TROPHY BIRD

CLOSED WINGSEURO

Packing, crating and admin
(No larger than King Eider) (No larger than King Eider)

Shipping

TOTAL

95€

340€

435€

ARTIC
FOX

150€

420€

570€

95€

340€

435€

BIRD
OPEN WINGS

150€

420€

570€

DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPING COSTS IN EUROPE - 2 OR MORE TROPHIES: 20% DISCOUNT ON SHIPPING

EUROPESHIPPING SMALL GAME 
TO HUNTERS IN

USASHIPPING SMALL GAME
TO HUNTERS IN

ARTIC
HAREPER TROPHY BIRD

CLOSED WINGSEURO

Packing, crating and admin
(No larger than King Eider) (No larger than King Eider)

Transport & handling  (workshop to airport)

TOTAL

95€

110€

825€

ARTIC
FOX

150€

110€

980€

95€

110€

825€

BIRD
OPEN WINGS

150€

110€
Export/ import paperwork & documentation,
AWD, Security, X-Ray

Airfreight

120€

450€

120€

550€

120€

450€

120€

550€

Overheads 50€ 50€ 50€ 50€

980€

SHIPPING USA
GREENLAND 2024

ALL INCLUSIVE SHIPPING PRICES TO: USA, packaging, crating
and shipping of hunting trophies from First Class Trophy workshop
directly to in-coming broker.

Shipping to all other destinations: Shipping charges to
be calculated once the shipment is ready for export.

For clients living outside EU there will be local charges for import VAT, import tax, import vet. certificate etc. All prices include the
insurance, 2.000 EURO coverage per trophy. The insurance covers trophy fee, cost of taxidermy work and cost of transport.
See our website for detailed information about our insurance policy or ask us by sending an e-mail: o�ice@firstclasstrophy.com

NB: Please note that packing of trophies together in the same crate for multiple hunters is not being accepted by most US Fishery &
Wildlife ports. Only exception: Spouses or Parent & Minor Child (under the age of 18) living at the same address. Please check with
your import agent and inform us if relevant.

DISCOUNTS ON SHIPPING COSTS TO USA - 2 TROPHIES 20% DISCOUNT,  3 TROPHIES 30% DISCOUNT ON SHIPPING

Check more prices for various mounting options on our APP “Taxidermy Quote”.
Download from App Store or Google Play or go on-line at  https://allinclusive.taxidermyquote.com/



www.�rstclasstrophy.com

Denmark
First Class Trophy 

Langagervej 2
DK - 8380 Trige

Tel: +45 70 200 850
Email: o�ice@firstclasstrophy.com

Web: www.firstclasstrophy.com

Company EU-VAT no: DK-32555764
TRACES import no: DK-04-2,3-INTP-008




